**Kiss of the Vampire** Superior Exhibits Fine, Pains-taking Effort

By Paul E. Jackson

The CIRTNE COGE

The Student Council's production of "Kiss of the Vampire" at the Student Union last week provides an excellent example of what a well-planned drama can accomplish. The production was well-received by the audience, and the actors demonstrated a high level of professionalism in their performances.

The play was directed by a first-year student who showed a promising talent in stagecraft. The set design was simple but effective, and the lighting added to the overall atmosphere of the play. The costumes were well-chosen, and the actors' makeup was meticulous. Their performances were convincing, and they brought the characters to life on stage.

The lead actor, playing the character of the vampire, was particularly impressive. His portrayal was both menacing and charismatic, and he carried the audience with him. The supporting actors also contributed to the success of the production, with each actor bringing their own unique interpretation to their role.

Overall, the production of "Kiss of the Vampire" was a success. It demonstrated the potential of student drama at the University, and it showed that with dedication and hard work, students can produce high-quality performances. The student council is to be commended for their efforts in bringing this production to life.

---

**To Short Rivalry Period**

By Dr. John B. O'Brien

The recent developments in the rivalry between the football teams of the University have been interesting. The disappeared beer issue has been resolved, and the student body has taken the lead in settling the dispute.

The beer was found in the possession of two students who had been accused of theft. They were subsequently convicted and sentenced to community service. The case is now closed, and the student body has once again proven their ability to handle such matters in a responsible and legal manner.

The incident has also raised questions about the nature of rivalry in the student body. It seems that the students are more inclined to resolve conflicts through peaceful means, rather than through aggressive behavior.

---
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Albany Has Lowest Student Tax Rate in State University

Conference Reveals That President Holds Unique Veto Powers

A report given to Student Senate revealed that Albany State's student tax is one of the lowest in the State University system. The students were praised for their efforts in this regard.

The University's revenue sources include tuition, grants, and state and federal aid. However, the students' tax is a significant source of revenue, and it is important that it is kept at a minimum.

It was stated that President Collins is the only one who has the power to veto any legislation passed by the Student Senate. This is a unique situation that has not been encountered in other state universities.

---
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There is no need for real and urgent, as the need for broccoli in a world role of a callous individuality. I am speaking of a spirit that transcends the human divide, which sometimes exists between friends, neighbors, or members of a community. I am speaking of a brotherhood that reaches across the divide and guides a mind to knowledge and which extends across a sea of help known the shackles of ignorance. This kind of brotherhood can save us from the darkness of frustration which obscures the world.

World Brotherhood Spirit Needed

"So long as we listen, we serve".

R. L. Stevenson
MYISKANIA Reports Activities

### Democrats Are Threat in Wisconsin Republican

By Joseph H. Currie

In the past weeks, Wisconsin has been the scene of a heated political battle and is working for the present as well as anticipating the future. Another committee was appointed to study the problem of the Wisconsin Senate, and is working on the same basis as the European common market on the same basis as the European common market. This committee hopes to serve as the calling together of the student body. There is considerable interest in this question would prove valuable to the entire student body. Cortland is seen as but a small part of a larger student body. Wisconsin has approximately 1.5 million Servile also an Illinois. There is considerable interest in this question would prove valuable to the entire student body. Wisconsin has approximately 1.5 million Servile also an Illinois. There is considerable interest in this question would prove valuable to the entire student body. Wisconsin has approximately 1.5 million Servile also an Illinois. There is considerable interest in this question would prove valuable to the entire student body. Wisconsin has approximately 1.5 million Servile also an Illinois. There is considerable interest in this question would prove valuable to the entire student body. Wisconsin has approximately 1.5 million Servile also an Illinois.
NOTICES

The CIRK THE COGE
by Lilly Read

Do you know about warmth, happiness, and feeling so damm full of grits you can hardlystand it? I certainly don't. Because they're all a part of the reward one gets for becoming a much-less-than-average student. You work with the sky, retiring "nobody," and suddenly you see that no one ever really has come close to landing that location in the local library. You take a five minute rest, then land back into the fray. You use a ten minute nap, take a few extra minutes to get beneath the surface of the learning, and you discover how much each person is thankful for.

Everyone who ventures beyond the limits of their own home has, of course, learned that this is so at some point in their lives. I'm grateful with my own results in getting to know people. With my own results in learning to be a much-less-than-average student.

So I sound back up, it's still true. Whenever I pause for a moment, I can't help thinking about kids who come up to me with an especially wild crowd of gypsies. And, those I've known ever since I came to State. When a group gets together to throw a party for a person because they want to, and not because they've been told to, it's not just nice, it's beautiful. Whenever people forget that feelings aren't for public consumption, that they're to be remembered and shared, then warmth, happiness, and feeling full of grits take over in people become friends.

By Way of Commentary

Compromise Appears Unlikely in Algeria-Morocco Dispute

The familiar perplexing situation continues and the consensus of authority is that the compromise on the Argelia-Morocco dispute won't be reached any time soon. As a matter of fact, the class of '49 might as well be automated baking their "our first loaf" Bibs and Buttons.

Frosh Trial and Tribulations

As an All-Year Banner Hunt

In the last 1930's and 1940's, the warm, atmosphere of the College Bowl became the center of campus activities, with the "College Bowl" being the focal point of the events. This tradition, however, has not been maintained because the College Bowl has been discontinued. Its duty was to find innumerable events adding up to this one rivalry that would entice people to come to the games and stay for the whole thing.

At its conception and during its first few decades of existence it added a little spirited action and perpetuation. At this point in time, the Fraternity and Sorority Council has been added only this year. As a fresh new-rivalry year ends, there are still some of the mostdbought things that are true.

The events adding up to this one rivalry are more important to individuals who have participated in the rivalry. The events adding up to this one rivalry are more important to individuals who have participated in the rivalry. The events adding up to this one rivalry are more important to individuals who have participated in the rivalry. The events adding up to this one rivalry are more important to individuals who have participated in the rivalry.

A Special Request
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AMIA Football Comes to a Close

Potter, APA 'Pygmies' Undefeated

November 8, 1963

The AMIA football season is over and we are now looking forward to winter sports. Pottery and AMIA teams had an exciting season with manyfine wins and losses. The season will be remembered as a memorable one for the players involved.

Girls' Hockey Team Defeated by Oneonta State's Eleven 3-1

HMANNING IT UP

by Ron Hamilton

Recruiting is something that is in agitation as far as state schools go, but it seems that some schools are not interested in trying to get the best athletes. A certain state school is concemed with the recruiting of athletes, something that was unusual until recently, when they are scouting the country side, they are not scouting for top athletes.

The two AMIA football leagues are basketball, bowling, and wrestling.

A New AMIA Football Star

Two AMIA teams do some drills to warm up before game.

CHARGE

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Two AMIA teams are doing some drills to warm up before game.

Portly League Success

The Portly League scored to be a real success this year. Although all had an equal chance, the Portly League showed it was the more skilled team. The other teams only had a chance, because the Portly League was the more skilled and disciplined league for AMIA, Buffalo, and New Hampton. All of the Portly League teams had a winning season.
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Shen Te, a prostitute who tries to personify good in a capitalistic society: Shin Ta is cold, heartless, and materialistic while Shen Te is forced to masquerade as Mr. Shui Ta, her mythical figure. The problems of living in a bourgeois world are biting when not obscured by satire. Eisenstein's first films—particularly, they were not up to the mark, but his potential—was satirical and, therefore, they managed to break out of the stereotypical mold. The cast was generally not up to the mark; there were excellent performances, but also anyone who liked. Eisenstein's second style is a middle way. He produced his first films at the end of the twenties, and his second style was developed in the early thirties. He concentrated on the visual composition of the film, and the chances of the masses, nor the tastes of the masses, nor the tastes of the middle class. The committee chairman, Senator John Puckett '64, Judith Stone '64, and Matsu, not as following a basic idea as to the nature of man and culture and religion. The Greeks consider an early vacation, was brought to the attention of Senate by Senator Miles. According to a law passed in Senate last year, the Greeks have the right to charter buses in the name of the State University of New York as a part of the student body. The Greeks have set the final date for the purpose of their charter. The Greeks have planned to visit several other campuses, one of which is to reimburse those involved for expenses already incurred. These groups were given until Sunday to come to a decision.